
Dear Sir/Madam, 
 

I am writing this letter to against the proposal of ‘Migration Amendment (Visa 
Capping) Bill 2010’. 
 

As an applicant of Australian Permanent visa, although I have been waiting for a long 
time, I understand the pressure of the staff of Migration Department. However, I 
handed in my application for a long time, and my whole future plan is to live 
Australia as a permanent resident, living here and working here. I love this country, 
the friendly people, the culture and the society. 
 

I have been living in this country for 6 years since I was 18, and it is almost my 
second home country. I meet friends here, got work here, and enjoy my life here. My 
whole adult life spends here. I follow the steps that the Migration Department asked; 
finished my university, got degrees, finding jobs, and then handed in my application 
for living in Australia forever. I plan to contribute my competence here for my rest of 
life. We bring money, skills and working force for this country, we try out finest 
effort to contribute this country, more than pressures. 
 

It obviously does not acceptable if government send back our applications which met 
the policies at the time we send in. All the documents meet the requirements at that 
time. If government send back these applications, then what is the function of the 
previous Law, transition statute, and statements which are still hanging there on 
Migration Website??? If you pass the proposal, what is the different of this behavior 
with fraud??? How can a country mislead people from other countries, and does such 
irresponsible things??? We CAN wait until you reduce Your Stress, but we 
CANNOT accept to be abandoned. 
 

The population, economy, and job problems, these are all the responsibility that 
Migration Department should take and should be planed in advance; we should not be 
the victims of your imperfect planning problems; we should not be the victims to take 
the consequence. I, as a part of Millions victims under your Migration System, kindly 
request ‘PLEASE! PLEASE WITHDRAW the PROPORSAL of Migration 
Amendment (Visa Capping) Bill 2010’! For your Best, For our Best, For Australia 
Best! 
 

Your sincerely 
 
07/06/2010 


